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25 years of supporting women
BREAST CANCER ASSISTANCE GROUP OF MONTEREY COUNTY

By Lisa Crawford Watson
newsroom@montereyherald.com

In April 1997, four local women
battling breast cancer felt ancillary support beyond medical care
was needed in this community for
those dealing with the disease.
And they decided they were the
ones who would lead the charge.
Twenty-five years later, the
Breast Cancer Assistance Group
of Monterey County, run by a

10-member volunteer board of
breast cancer survivors, has provided tangible support to thousands
of women and a
few men, enabling
them to focus on
Sullivan
recovery.
Women don’t volunteer to get
breast cancer. But women are
volunteering to help women who

health care in our community,”
said Dr. Susan Roux, medical director, Carol Hatton Breast Care
Center. “They were a main driving force that worked with our administration in the late 1990s and
early 2000s to encourage the establishment of a full-ﬂedged multidisciplinary breast care center
as part of Community Hospital’s
services to community women.
We are appreciative of their support to allow us to provide high-

have.
The founders’ drive and determination not only helped establish the group; it also contributed
to the development of what is now
Community Hospital of the Monterey Peninsula’s Carol Hatton
Breast Care Center, as well as the
hospital’s breast cancer support
group, and their patient navigator program.
“The BCAG has been a longstanding supporter of breast

CONFLICT

REP. PANETTA VISITS
UKRAINE BORDER

quality hometown breast care.”
Every year, reports the Breast
Cancer Assistance Group, close to
240 women in Monterey County
are diagnosed with breast cancer. Through Breast Cancer Assistance Grants, the organization
helps approximately one-third of
these women, their eligibility related to ﬁnancial difficulties that
arise as a result of their breast
cancer diagnosis, treatment, and
WOMEN » PAGE 4

CRISIS IN EUROPE

Russia
renews
strikes
on capital
By Adam Schreck and
Mstyslav Chernov
The Associated Press
KYIV, UKRAINE » Russian forces
accelerated scattered attacks on
Kyiv, western Ukraine and beyond
Saturday in an explosive reminder
to Ukrainians and their Western
supporters that the whole country remains under threat despite
Moscow’s pivot toward mounting
a new offensive in the east.
Stung by the loss of its Black
Sea ﬂagship and indignant over
alleged Ukrainian aggression
on Russian territory, Russia’s
military command had warned
of renewed missile strikes on
Ukraine’s capital. Officials in
Moscow said they were targeting
military sites, a claim repeated
— and refuted by witnesses —
throughout 52 days of war.
The toll reaches much deeper.
Each day brings new discoveries
of civilian victims of an invasion
that has shattered European security. As Russia prepared for the
anticipated offensive, a mother
STRIKES » PAGE 4

CONGRESSMAN PANETTA’S OFFICE

Rep. Panetta and Chef Jose Andres meet with Polish military personnel at the Ukrainian border. Andres and his team are feeding Ukrainians
on the front lines through his nonprofit World Central Kitchen.
By James Herrera
jherrera@montereyherald.com

A bipartisan delegation of
nine members of Congress, including Rep. Jimmy Panetta, DCarmel Valley, visited NATO allies and the Ukrainian border in

a show of support and commitment to the defense of Ukraine.
The group, led by House Majority Leader Steny H. Hoyer, DMaryland, returned Friday after
the trip to visit North Atlantic
Treaty Organization countries,
Germany, Denmark, Poland and

Greenland, and to meet with European leaders, Ukrainian refugees, U.S. troops, and diplomatic
personnel.
“This past week, our bipartisan Congressional delegation
reinforced the rock-solid commitment of the United States

to the NATO alliance and the
Ukrainian people in the face of
the ongoing Russian aggression
and atrocities,” said Panetta in
a press release. “After meeting
with European leaders, Ukrainian refugees, and U.S. miliBORDER » PAGE 4

FELIPE DANA — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Firefighters work to extinguish
multiple fires after a Russian
attack in Kharkiv, Ukraine, on
Saturday.

CRISIS IN EUROPE
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The elderly in Ukraine
left behind to mourn

Police stops of Black
people ﬁlled with fear

‘Magic mushrooms’
used for therapy?

Don’t know how to make
a booster appointment?

Seventy-year-old Nadiya
Trubchaninova hitchhiked
daily from her village to Bucha
seeking her son’s body. PAGE A8

Video shows Patrick Lyoya
disobeyed an officer during an
April 4 traffic stop before the
officer fatally shot him. PAGE A6

The use of hallucinogenic
mushrooms is making inroads as
military veterans advocate for
the therapeutic value. PAGE A5

Visit Monterey County Health
Department webpage at
https://bit.ly/3qtjYU0 for links
to schedules and registration.
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TODAY IN HISTORY

1521

Martin Luther went before the Diet of Worms
to face charges stemming from his religious
writings. (Luther was
later declared an outlaw
by Holy Roman Emperor
Charles V.)

1961

Some 1,500 CIA-trained
Cuban exiles launched
the disastrous Bay of
Pigs invasion of Cuba
in an attempt to topple
Fidel Castro, whose
forces crushed the incursion by the third day.

1964

Ford Motor Co. unveiled
the Mustang at the New
York World’s Fair.

1969

A jury in Los Angeles
convicted Sirhan Sirhan
of assassinating Sen.
Robert F. Kennedy.

1975

Cambodia’s five-year
war ended as the capital
Phnom Penh fell to the
Khmer Rouge, which
instituted brutal, radical
policies that claimed
an estimated 1.7 million
lives until the regime
was overthrown in 1979.

1993

Star report
Thandiwe Newton’s
‘breakdown’ led to
‘Magic Mike’ exit
A new report confirms
Thandiwe Newton’s assertion that she wasn’t
fired from the third installment of the “Magic
Mike” movie trilogy over
an alleged Oscars-related dispute with co-star
Channing Tatum. Unfortunately, the report
from Page Six alleges a
more troubling reason
for Newton’s sudden
exit. Citing “multiple
sources,” Page Six said
the 49-year-old British
star had been acting
“bizarrely” on the set,
due to “emotional and
family problems” after
separating from her
husband of 24 years,
and she needed to be
flown back to the U.S.
to seek treatment.
— Martha Ross,
Bay Area News Group

LOTTERY
FRIDAY’S
WINNING NUMBERS

Daily 3 Afternoon: 9, 3, 2
Daily 3 Evening: 3, 5, 8
Daily 4: 8, 9, 9, 5
Fantasy 5:
2, 8, 12, 19, 39
DAILY DERBY

1st: 8, Gorgeous George
2nd: 11, Money Bags
3rd: 2, Lucky Star
Race time: 1:41.10

A federal jury in Los
Angeles convicted two
former police officers of
violating the civil rights
of beaten motorist
Rodney King; two other
officers were acquitted.

SUPER LOTTO PLUS

Birthdays

MEGA MILLIONS

Actor David Bradley
is 80. Rapper Afrika
Bambaataa is 65. Former NFL quarterback
Boomer Esiason is 61.
Rock singer Maynard
James Keenan is 58.
Singer Liz Phair is 55.
Actor Jennifer Garner is
50. Actor Rooney Mara
is 37. Actor Dee Dee
Davis is 26.

Wednesday’s drawing:
8, 10, 14, 17, 40
Mega number: 19
Saturday’s estimated
jackpot: $34 million
Friday’s drawing:
4, 17, 20, 46, 64
Mega Number: 23
Tuesday’s estimated
jackpot: $20 million
POWERBALL

Wednesday’s drawing:
14, 16, 41, 63, 68
Powerball: 26
Saturday’s estimated
jackpot: $325 million

Find us online!
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Women
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personal circumstances.
“Our mission statement
is that we want to help
women the way we would
want to be helped, ourselves,” said Vice President
Susan Jordan who, while
undergoing her own cancer treatment nearly seven
years ago, met up with
a fellow cancer survivor,
who suggested she get involved in the organization.
“What sold me on the BCAG
was when I asked how they
could ever turn someone
down. They said, ‘We don’t
turn anyone down who is
living in or being treated in
Monterey County. We ﬁnd
some way to help.’”
Since then, Jordan has
found it “incredibly gratifying” to call a woman whose
cancer diagnosis has curtailed her work, her ability to make money, to pay
for housing, food, gas, to
get her kids to school and
herself to the doctor −− and
tell her the group is there
to help.
“When I had breast cancer,” said Jordan, “the only
thing I had to worry about
was getting well. But that’s
not the case for everyone.
Cancer changes your life. It
is a piece of news you never
want to hear, and it doesn’t
affect just you; it affects
your whole family.”
The Breast Cancer Assistance Group Board has
met applicants whose kids
had to drop out of college.
A chiropractor who had
just opened her own office
and suddenly couldn’t go
to work, couldn’t treat her
patients, couldn’t pay her
bills. A new mother who
needed diapers, formula,
childcare during her treatments.
“Our maximum grant
award is $3,000,” said Director Jane Sullivan, who
devoted the better part of
2006 to coming through
cancer. “Every case is individual, so we spend a lot
of time talking with each
applicant, while we assess
their situation. We’ve had
many very special, supportive conversations.”
In addition to funding

and, often, empathic support, the group connects
clients to various organizations in the community,
such as psychosocial therapists, massage and acupuncture therapy, and the
Food Bank for Monterey
County.
In 2014, a generous donation from an anonymous
supporter of the Food Bank
established a program specifically to provide food
and other necessary items
for women receiving assistance from the Breast Cancer Assistance Group. The
donation has continued
to come in each year, enabling the Food Bank to accommodate the nutritional
needs of women undergoing treatment for breast
cancer.
“I’ve never met our ‘angel’ donor,” said Sullivan,
“but he keeps the pump
full every year to enable the
Food Bank to provide food
tailored to the needs of our
clients. We are such a volunteer-oriented community.
It takes a certain amount
of fortitude, courage, and
hope to come through cancer. Fortunately, we live in
a place where people show
up and contribute to the
cause.”

Caring community
The Breast Cancer Assistance Group is funded
by generous donors in the
community, who often
contribute on their own or
through campaigns, such
as the annual countywide “MC Gives” program,
through which donors
make individual, matching, or challenge gifts
during the ﬁrst quarter of
the year. The organization
also beneﬁts from a fundraising partnership with
the Carmel Valley Ranch
Women’s Golf Association,
which has sponsored their
annual “Charity Day” golf
and tennis tournaments
every June, for 24 years.
As of 2021, the event has
raised more than $550,000
on behalf of local breast
cancer patients.
In celebration of their
25th anniversary, during
the weekend of April 29May 1, the group is hosting what they hope will be
their ﬁrst-annual “Sip, Savor & Support” Wine Trail
fundraising event among
26 tasting rooms throughout Carmel, Carmel Valley,
Salinas and South County.
Each participating winery will donate a percentage

of sales generated during
the weekend or will design
a special purchase promotion in support of the Breast
Cancer Assistance Group.
All proceeds will remain in
the community on behalf of
direct support for women
in need during their breast
cancer journey.
Alix Bosch, owner of De
Tierra Winery, who spearheaded the event, has been
volunteering and supporting the Breast Cancer Assistance Group ever since she
moved to the Monterey Peninsula more than 10 years
ago. As a breast cancer survivor, diagnosed at 37, she
is well aware of the importance of assisting women
like her, as they navigate
“their new and frightening
world.”
“I didn’t have an organization like this when I
was diagnosed with breast
cancer,” she said. “It was
a scary and lonely time.
No one should have to go
through that. BCAG is there
to help, and I am very grateful for them so that others
do not need to experience
what I did.”
For more information
about the group and about
“Sip, Savor & Support,” visit
bcagmc.org

war effort with appropriate
sanctions.
“I look forward to continuing our work and leadership in Congress so that
the United States and our
NATO partners can help
support the ﬁght and will
of the Ukrainian people,”
said Panetta.
The trip began in Berlin,
Germany, where Panetta
and the delegation met with
Chancellor Olaf Scholz,
Minister for the Chancellery Wolfgang Schmidt and
other government officials.
The members next traveled to Copenhagen, Denmark, where they discussed
the latest developments on
the war in Ukraine with Defense Minister Morten Bødskov, Finance Minister Nicolai Wammen and Foreign
Minister Jeppe Kofod. The

delegation then joined Danish officials and laid a ceremonial wreath at the Danish
National Memorial to Danes
who died ﬁghting abroad, including in Afghanistan.
The delegation then traveled to Warsaw, Poland,
where members met with
senior Polish government
officials and the Mayor of
Warsaw, Rafał Trzaskowski.
The members then traveled
to Rzeszow, Poland where
they met with U.S. troops
and commanders from the
82nd Airborne Division to
talk about the transfer of
armaments to Ukraine, international aid workers to
discuss ways to provide effective assistance to those
ﬂeeing the war in Ukraine
and with staff from the U.S.
Embassy Kyiv, who are now
operating from Poland.

The delegation then traveled to the Ukrainian border,
stepped into Ukraine, and
then met directly with refugees who had just crossed
the border into Poland.
On their return journey
from Europe, the delegation
stopped in Kangerlussuaq,
Greenland, where members visited a receding glacier emblematic of the challenge of the global climate
crisis.
Besides Panetta and
Hoyer, the delegation included Sen. Roy Blunt, RMissouri, Rep. Fred Upton,
R-Michigan, Rep. Sheila
Jackson Lee, D-Texas, Rep.
Tom Reed, R-New York,
Rep. Donald Norcross, DNew Jersey, Rep. Garret
Graves, R-Louisiana, and
Rep. Veronica Escobar, DTexas.

of Kharkiv, a city in northeast Ukraine. An infant and
at least eight other people
died, officials said.
FROM PAGE 1
In the Kyiv region, auwept over her 15-year- thorities have reported ﬁndold son’s body after rock- ing the bodies of more than
ets hit a residential area 900 civilians, most shot
dead, since Russian troops
retreated two weeks ago.
Smoke rose from the capiAnswer:
tal again early Saturday as
EATERY
SWERVE
DOUBLE
HUMANE
TURNIP
SEPTUM
Mayor Vitali Klitschko reEaster candy was now on sale
ported a strike that killed
“Buy One, Get One Free” to —
one person and wounded
SWEETEN
several.
THE DEAL
The mayor advised resi4 5 9 6 7 2 8 1 3 dents who ﬂed the city earin the war not to return.
6 3 1 8 5 4 2 9 7 lier“We’re
not ruling out fur7 2 8 9 3 1 5 6 4 ther strikes on the capital,”
said. “If you have
1 9 2 5 4 3 7 8 6 Klitschko
the opportunity to stay a
3 8 7 2 6 9 1 4 5 little bit longer in the cities
it’s safer, do it.”
5 4 6 7 1 8 9 3 2 where
It was not immediately
9 7 3 4 8 5 6 2 1 clear from the ground what
hit in the strike on Ky8 6 4 1 2 7 3 5 9 was
iv’s Darnytskyi district. The
2 1 5 3 9 6 4 7 8 sprawling area on the south4/17
Difficulty Level
eastern edge of the capital
contains a mixture of Soviet-style apartment blocks,
newer shopping centers and
big-box retail outlets, industrial areas and railyards.
Russian Defense Ministry spokesman Igor Konashenkov said an armored vehicle plant was targeted. He
didn’t specify where the factory was located, but there
is one in the Darnytskyi district.
He said the plant was

among multiple Ukrainian
military sites hit with “airlaunched high-precision
long-range weapons.” As
the U.S. and Europe send
new arms to Ukraine, the
strategy could be aimed
at hobbling Ukraine’s defenses ahead of what’s expected to be a full-scale
Russian assault in the east.
It was the second strike
in the Kyiv area since the
Russian military vowed
this week to step up missile strikes on the capital.
Another hit a missile plant
Friday as residents emerged
for walks, foreign embassies
planned to reopen and other
tentative signs of the city’s
prewar life began to resurface following the failure of
Russian troops to capture
Kyiv and their withdrawal.
Kyiv was one of many
targets Saturday. T he
Ukrainian president’s ofﬁce reported missile strikes
and shelling over the past
24 hours in eight regions
across the country.
The governor of the Lviv
region in western Ukraine
— long considered a safe
zone — reported airstrikes
on the region by Russian
Su-35 aircraft that took off
from neighboring Belarus.
In apparent preparations
for its assault on the east,
the Russian military intensiﬁed shelling of Kharkiv,
Ukraine’s second-largest
city, in recent days. Fri-

day’s attack killed civilians
and wounded more than 50
people, the Ukrainian president’s office reported.
On Saturday an explosion believed to be caused
by a missile sent emergency
workers scrambling near an
outdoor market in Kharkiv,
according to AP journalists
at the scene. One person
was killed, and at least 18
people were wounded, according to rescue workers.
“All the windows, all the
furniture, all destroyed.
And the door, too,” recounted stunned resident
Valentina Ulianova.
Austrian Chancellor Karl
Nehammer, who met with
Vladimir Putin this past
week in Moscow — the ﬁrst
European leader to do so
since the invasion began
Feb. 24 — said the Russian
president is “in his own war
logic” on Ukraine.
In an interview on NBC’s
“Meet the Press,” Nehammer said he thinks Putin
believes he is winning the
war and “we have to look in
his eyes and we have to confront him with that, what
we see in Ukraine.”
Nehammer also said
he confronted Putin with
what he saw during a visit
to the Kyiv suburb of Bucha,
where graphic evidence has
emerged of killings and torture under Russian occupation, and “it was not a
friendly conversation.”
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tary members, I ﬁrmly believe that the United States
must continue to lead and
partner with our NATO allies to support the Ukrainians with humanitarian assistance and military armaments and maintain
sanctions on Russia as it
wages its unprovoked and
unjustiﬁed war.”
The purpose of the trip
was to demonstrate solidarity with the United States’
NATO partners and reinforce the commitment by
the Congress to helping
the Ukrainian people with
humanitarian aid, providing armaments for defense
and hindering the Russian
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CONTRIBUTED BY RICHARD GREEN

The Breast Cancer Assistance Group of Monterey County, back row, left to right: Kimberly
Allen, Barbara Steele, Mary Surbridge, Susan Osorio, Susan Jordan. Front row, left to right:
Susan Greenbaum, Jane Sullivan, Stephanie Cota, Patty Gomez Solis.

